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LAURA …WHO?
Name: Laura Luft
Date of birth: 29 August 1984
Place of birth: Offenbach/Main
Nationality: German
Profession: Event Manager
Mission: Racing
Hobbies: Motorsport, fitness, 
western riding, Wing Tsun
License: DMSB International C, 
Nordschleifen Permit A,  
FIA Bronze
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LAURA …WHO?

>>>
Where the tingle began 

>>>
Bio 

She was a young teenager. If you saw her in 
the school yard you could think her shy. But 
she was fully focused on the upcoming week
end she could hardly wait for it to arrive. 

It was Friday and the last school hour over  
as she rushed home to watch the final grand 
prix of the Formula 1 championship. Every  
second as she experienced a weekend full of 
world class sport the excitment mounted 
with pure fascination. 

She tracked the statistics, carefully record ing 
them. Who would be the winner this year  
in the F1 championship? She discussed this 
 topic with her friends while they  watched  
the race, Laura was in her element:

The only connection to motorsport was 
 watching as neither family nor friends had 
any interest in and connection to racing.  
But the young lady found a way from 
 watching races on TV to getting on the 
track: working hard to earn enough money  
to start.

“Motorsport consumed me. One day I knew that  
I wanted to race in a race car and compete against 
others!”



“ “It starts with you! If you 
want to achieve something, 
you have to do it with 
 passion and determination!”
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>>>
From watching tv to racing at the Green Hell 
After successfully completing her studies  
it was time to invest money from her first 
job directly into gokart racing. From 2008 
 onwards Laura took part in several go-kart 
races and gained technical knowhow and ac
quired strategic racing tactics in team races 
in Germany and abroad. The results were 
clear: trophies in endurance races as well as 
from podium places while participating in  
24 hour races with diverse and international 
gokarting teams.

Finally, long years of saving money and gain
ing experience from gokarting paid off. In 2016, 
the race car cockpit could be entered with  
a full season of the ADAC Dacia Logan Cup. 
This was a good training field to navigate 
through starting procedures and to become 
familiar with various racing situations.

In 2017, Laura finally hit “holy ground”: the 
Nürburgring Nordschleife. She par ticipated in 
several races in the RCN on a BMW Z4 to 
earn more points for the next DMSB  licenses.

In 2018, the next steps were entering the  
BMW M235i Racing Cup class. The field 
 became more competitive as it is one of  
the higher classes at the ring and the one 
with the  closest fights. 

In 2019, Laura had the ability to drive in three 
VLN races with a BMW M240i Racing Cup. 
This was another step toward  achieving all 
necessary licenses for the Nürburg ring Nord
schleife – including the Permit A which allows 
one to drive even higher car classes during  
a 24 hour race. 

The foundation was set for a racing  career on 
the Nordschleife as well as on other tracks …

“A friend of mine saw me during a drift training after  
which he challenged me with a kart race. The result was pretty 

obvious, and I still feel sorry for him! [laughs] But it was not  
the main point on this day to win the race. It was the  

feeling that brought me nearer to my dream and this was  
the turning point.”
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SUCCESS THROUGH 
NETWORKING
SUCCESS THROUGH 
NETWORKING 
>>>
Part of a bigger picture
Racing is a team sport. Only the perfect 
 coordination of all people involved allows for  
a  higher degree of success. 

Laura Luft possesses an extraordinary net
work: She works together with journalists, 
agencies, motorsport clubs and drivers for  
greater success. And even but at the race 
tracks, the fast lady from the German state 
of Hesse has a full professional network with 
longterm relationships. 

TV teams

Photographers

Journalists

Print

Scuderia Offenbach

Dare to be Different

MSC Adenau

Event

Media

Press

Financial 
partners 

Race teams

Motor-
sport 
clubs

Youth  
develop-

ment

Commen-
tators

Agencies

eSport

Drivers

 “ “Life is like a puzzle – in the end you have to connect  
the right dots.”
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Laura, besides your next 
bigger goal, the 24 hour race, 

you have to manage several other 
tasks: your job as an event manager,  

the commentator and moderator role, 
 social media management as well as 

 inspirational speeches.  
Why are you doing all of this?

““   Racing is my major goal, but I also 
would like to use my skills to create value  

for others. I try to combine all  
these elements together with my  

ultimate  passion and joy.”

How do you 
 manage these tasks?

““   Everything I do besides  
my profession and racing are steps 

 towards my goals. I have to be super 
 organized in my career, disciplined and 

maintain a great network.  Furthermore,  
I usually never take a break and, 
 together with my ambition, this  

is the key to success. Everything 
that has a link to motorsports 

is ultimate fun for me  
as well.”

What are 
the most impor-

tant values for you?

““   Honesty,  
authenticity, integrity, 

 discipline,  stamina  
and team spirit.”

Is Laura Luft 
your alias?

““   No! It is 100% 
the real deal!”

What fulfils you 
the most?

““   Sometimes younger people  
or my peers ask me how I manage all  

this and how I found my way into motor
sports. For many this is still a dream and 

some may not even try or struggle to  
do the first step. I then like to tell  

my story. Many are completely  
 astonished and would have never 

 expected it. I like to encourage  
people at least to try  
and meet their goals.”

What differen-
tiates you from  

the other drivers?

““   I see my goals in a bigger 
 picture. I like to encourage people  

to give their utmost and steer their  
own lifes. I want to prove that you 

have to stick to your goals and 
keep on going as this in the 

end will pay off.”
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FAST –  
AND WHAT ELSE?
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FAST –  
AND WHAT ELSE?

>>>
Motorsports are in my heart and soul
Laura’s passion for motorsport is contagious; 
her courageous way of getting there is an 
absolute exception. She is seen as a shin ing 
beacon not only for her courage seeking 
peers but also for younger talent.

The last race is barely over and the next 
 mission lies ahead for the racing lady from 
Hesse. In front of a group of teenagers, she 
shares her success story as a motivational 
speaker and demonstrates that it is worth  
it to fight for a goal. 

Her passion for motorsports has also spread 
out into other areas of this sport as she 
 manages social media channels for several 
teams and companies rooted in racing.

“In many industries there are similarities to 
 motorsports. If you take my daily business as an  

Event Manager for example. It is key to have a  
clear communication, effective team work and be  

robustly reliable – exactly what you need for  
racing against the clock!”

13  “  “Become different, because then  
you are unique!”
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>>>
Speed: Present in all facets of life 
There is no end of the tunnel as the horizon 
has another race weekend ahead. This time 
not on asphalt, but very close to the race 
track. Laura will be demonstrating her spon
taneity and expertise in a DTM Star packed 
SimRacing charity event where she was 
 booked as a commentator together with 
Carsten Spengemann.

In between races, Laura spends every second 
living her passion. She improves her ideal  
line in simulator races and also teaches the 
 juniors how to race. 

The thrill for her race taxi guests is always  
a highlight for producing an adrena line rush. 
Furthermore, she writes test drive articles 
about various cars as a press journalist. 
 Working for the ADAC Digital Cup, she is the 
first female German SimRace commentator. 
This nationwide SimRacing event is dedicated 
to promoting local motorsport clubs and 
their junior drivers.
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FOCUS ON  
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>>>
How would YOU shape the next chapter? 
Laura Luft's story ends here and the future 
begins. The next chapter has not been writ
ten yet but there is one clear  goal; to parti
cipate in the 24 hour race on the Nürburgring. 

This is nothing less than the most challeng
ing and one of the biggest races in the world. 
It has the largest starting grid. The race track 
is also the longest and most dangerous one. 
Few other motor sport events will gather such 
a large turnout of fans. This event is the high
light of the year and combines a  great mixture 
of prestigious battles and massive parties 
around the Ring. 

The Green Hell – like Sir Jackie Steward identi
fied this track – is one of the most terri fying 
and challenging ones. Embedded into a magi
cal landscape, it is the perfect stage for your 
brand. 

Competing in a racing event of this magnitude 
requires careful preparation. The Nürburgring 
Endurance Series (NLS, formerly know as VLN) 
is the endurance series on the Nürburgring 
Nordschleife and forms the ideal training 
 environment. Therefore, Laura’s priority is  
to compete in as many races as she can. 

  “The determination I incorporate  
is extraordinarily rad!”
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STRONGER 
TOGETHER
STRONGER 
TOGETHER

>>>
Four questions to you 
1.  Are you searching for an absolutely 

 convincing and decisive icon for  
your brand? 

2.  Would you like to have a  charismatic and 
authentic ambassador who represents  
the excitement of this  racing action to  
the word? 

3.  Do you want to have a reliable and 
 long-term partner on your side which 
sparkles your brand with passion?

4.  Would you like to profit from further skills 
like moderation and motivation, both  
on and offtrack?

If you answer one of these questions with 
“yes” we should definitely meet. I am very 
much looking forward to finding a tailor- 
made solution for you which is a 100%  
match. The more creative we get the  
better; there are no limits. To the contrary: 
the more extra vagant the concept, the  
more atten tion your brand will receive. 

Teaming up with Laura Luft will get you  
a personal brand ambassador. Moreover,  
you will be granted access to her adrenaline
packed world. Laura Luft is passion per 
 definition. 
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